All CS and SE seniors are required to complete a three-term software engineering project, in which teams of four to seven students are required to specify, design, implement, and test a substantial software project. This year there were 13 projects of which four were selected to compete in the Eighth Annual Outstanding Senior Project Competition. The four final teams win prizes ($1,000 for first, $500 for second, and $250 for 3rd and 4th) and the top two teams receive recognition on the department senior design plaque.

This year’s awards are made possible through donations from Unisys, Bloomberg and CIGNA. The winners are selected by a panel of external judges from local industry.
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**Judges**

*Michael Ciliberti* -- President of Integrated Network Consulting, Inc., Adjunct Professor of Computer Science at Drexel, Drexel Class of ’93 (B.S. In Computer Science)

*Brian Mitchell* -- Enterprise Architect at CIGNA Systems, Adjunct Associate Professor of Computer Science at Drexel, Drexel Class of ’90 (B.S.), ’97 (M.S.), and ’02 (Ph.D.)

*James W. Thompson* -- Vice President of Engineering, Unisys

*Nilesh Karia* -- Software Developer, Bloomberg, Drexel Class of ’06 (M.S)

*Vera Zaychik Moffitt* -- Lead Research Engineer, Lockheed Martin ATL, Drexel Class of ’99 (B.S) and ’01 (M.S)